There can be only one actual phylogenetic history for any group of organisms. The use of biochemical data is one of several possible means to try to estimate the genetic relationships between organisms. Neontological data, including macromolecular sequences, become particularly relevant in groups with poor or poorly understood fossil records. Hence, we have chosen to study globin evolution in prosimian primates. The dynamics of the evolution of this family of molecules is particularly well suited to contribute to an understanding of prosimian phylogeny.'.'
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Results of analyses of P-globin sequences are beginning to produce information bearing on a number of important questions in the phylogeny of prosimian primates.
We have determined the amino acid sequences of P globins from Lemur catta, ' Lemur variegatus, ' and Hapalemur griseus (in preparation). These proteins have been analyzed in comparison to the other known prosimian P-globin sequences: Lemur fulvus,' Nycticebus coucang. ' and Loris tardigradus. The latter two species belong to the superfamily Lorisoidea, while the remaining species belong to the superfamily Lemuroidea. The phenetic distance between the P-globin sequences for each species is 
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The interpretation of simple substitution matrices derived from sequence data is complicated by the appreciable but variable amount of homoplasy which is hidden in the data. Thus, we analyzed the available sequence data cladistically using a maximum parsimony tree-building procedure.' The minimum replacement length solution is shown in FIGURE 1. These data appear robust in that all possible starting branch orders for the lemuroid species produced the same final tree. This reconstruction supports the first three conclusions outlined above, and clarifies the seemingly contradictory statements (D) and (E). H. griseus and L fulvus P globins are depicted as sharing a common ancestor after the divergence of the cuttu/vuriegutus clade. These -LyAxumm primates represents the range of substitutions seen using three anthropoid @-globin sequences: a hominoid (Homo sopiens), a cercopithecoid (Macoca fuscuro), and a ceboid (Cebus oplko). Owing to the markedly uneven rate of fixation of substitutions in this globin lineage, the branch points should not be used to estimate divergence times for the species shown. data lend support to the suggestion that reanalysis of the phylogeny of the genus Lemur is needed,' and weigh strongly against the reclassification of vuriegutus in the monospecific genus '' Vureciu, " while L. cuttu and L. fulvus remain congeneric?
Our findings are also relevant to the evolution of the globins. If interpreted strictly according to molecular clock theory," the evolutionary divergence detected between the four lemuroid species would give unacceptably ancient divergence times for these four Indeed, examination of the branch lengths in FIGURE 1 shows that lemuroid P-globin evolution proceeded at 2-3 times the rate detected in either the lorisoid or anthropoid clades, conforming our previous observations of rapid evolution of lemuroid @ glob in^.^-'-"-'^ These data thus provide further compelling evidence that molecular clock theory is inadequate for describing globin evolution!.' It is unknown at present if gene conversions within the @-globin complex contributed to the rapid evolution of the lemuroid hemoglobins. The observation that lemur @-globin sequences show some similarities to higher primate S globins"-" along with the finding that the S locus in Lemurfulvus is a pseud~gene'~*'' may suggest undetected gene conversions in this evolutionary lineage, producing lemuroid @ globins which are partially paralogous to the @ globins of other primates.
